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Abstract

Automated vehicles and Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS) face a variety of complex situations
that are dealt with numerous sensors for the percep-
tion of the local driving area. Going forward, we see
an increasing use of multiple, different sensors inputs
with radar, camera and inertial measurement the most
common sensor types. Each system has its own pur-
pose and either displays information or performs an
activity without consideration for any other ADAS sys-
tems, which does not make the best use of the systems.
This paper presents an embedded real-time system to
combine the attributes of obstacles, roadway and ego-
vehicle features in order to build a collaborative local
map. This embedded architecture is called PerSEE: a
library of vision-based state-of-the-art algorithms was
implemented and distributed in processors of a main
fusion electronic board and on smart-cameras board.
The embedded hardware architecture of the full PerSEE
platform is detailed, with block diagrams to illustrate
the partition of the algorithm on the different proces-
sors and electronic boards. The communications in-
terfaces as well as the development environment are
described.

1 Introduction

Car safety ratings (NCAP, NHTSA), and consumer
safety awareness drive the rapid growth of the Ad-
vanced Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS) market.
From lane departure warnings, lane change assist, col-
lision avoidance, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), to
advanced braking systems, to park assist or back-
up camera and surround view, ADAS functions and
semi-autonomous (copilot) applications require multi-
ple sensors integration.

ADAS sensors are still treated as an independent
and separate systems [1]. Each system has its own
purpose and either displays information or performs
an activity without consideration for any other ADAS
systems. Depending on the type of sensor technology
(radar, camera, ultrasound, light detection and range),

Figure 1. Onboard sensors and perception func-
tionalities embedded in the PerSEE platform.

this allows certain functionality, but does not make the
best use of the systems.

To build fully autonomous cars, it is necessary to
combine the information and data from different sen-
sors, exploiting their individual advantages and mak-
ing up for the weaknesses each individual system al-
ways has. This is called sensor fusion. Instead of
multiple, completely independent systems, the various
ADAS systems feed their information into a central
sensor fusion electronic control unit (ECU) that can
combine all of the information to provide better situa-
tional awareness. Depending on the system partition-
ing chosen, either raw data (e.g., uncompressed video)
or preprocessed data (e.g., object data from the radar
or extracted primitives) is provided to the fusion ECU.
This has a big impact on the processing power demands
of the fusion ECU, as well as the type of communica-
tion interfaces to the subsystems (the individual ADAS
modules supplying the sensor data).

Most of the ADAS found in the literature are focused
on the perception algorithms: experiments are ran of-
fline on recorded data [2] or executables are developed
on PCs (installed in vehicle’s trunk) with general pur-
pose processors. In case of embedded multi-modal sys-
tem, several PCs are required: one for each type of
vision sensors, one for inertial measurement and GPS,
one for central fusion. For instance, in [3] a vehicle
prototype developed for valet parking,the perception
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subsystem consists primarily in a cluster of 6 PCs to
handle a set of 12 sonars, a stereo-camera rig and 4
fish-eye cameras, a GPS receiver and an IMU. CPUs
are indeed easy to use (tools, OS, middleware) but the
efficiency is often inadequate and memory bandwidth
is a strong bottleneck.

In this paper, we present our effort to develop a cen-
tral fusion sensors ECU called PerSEE. Vision-based
state-of-the-art algorithms previously developed for re-
search purpose were implemented and distributed in
processors of a main fusion electronic board and on
smart-cameras board.

Four cameras (2 front, 2 rear) are used for stereo-
based detection and tracking of obstacles, as well as
for road marking detection, and multi-lane detection
and tracking. A Radar is used for object detection
and tracking. Ego-vehicle proprioceptive data (iner-
tial measurement from vehicle’s CAN bus) are used
to predict vehicle’s evolution area. Fig. 1 illustrates
the sensors configuration. These information are com-
bined, by a multi-sensors fusion module based on belief
theory, to select the track that constitute an obstacle
or the preceding vehicle and identify the ego-lane the
vehicle is traveling on.

The embedded hardware architecture of the full
PerSEE platform is detailed, with block diagrams to
illustrate the distribution of the algorithm on the dif-
ferent processors and electronic boards. The commu-
nications interfaces as well as the development envi-
ronment are described. This architecture of embed-
ded sensors and algorithms produces a local percep-
tion map supplies information about two important
features of the driving environment: the roadway and
the obstacles. The goal of this fusion ECU is to provide
enough attributes about those two features in order
to develop functional, reliable and robust applications
such as ACC, vehicle following and lane keeping.

2 Perception functionalities embedded in
the PerSEE platform

The important information needed by an automotive
assistance system is the ego-vehicle state, the obstacle
detection and tracking, the road markings and lanes
detection.

2.1 Ego-vehicle attributes

In the research area of driver assistant applications,
the localization module was primarily used for naviga-
tion problems. This means, the positioning data of a
vehicle were mainly informative. In the last few years,
research has been conducted for designing driver assis-
tant systems with more active control. The next step
of the car revolution is the self-driving cars. Therefore,
the knowledge of the accurate positioning of a vehicle
on road is now essential and critical. In fact, knowing
the vehicle localization is and will be useful in assistant
systems which act as co-driving systems, and prevent
from road departure or warn when speed is excessive.

In the building of local and extended map, this lo-
calization information is crucial because it represents
the absolute reference used in order to get a global
overview in a same frame of the scene actors (obsta-
cles, infrastructure, environment . . . ).

Figure 2. Predictive evolution zone of the ego-
vehicle is computed from inertial measurements
(odometer and gyrometer).

In the collaborative approach of the PerSEE plat-
form, a prediction of vehicle’s evolution zone is com-
puted from odometer and gyrometer extracted from
the CAN bus. Fig. 2 illustrated the definition of the
evolution area, relative to vehicle’s yaw and speed. In
the central fusion process, this zone gives a region of
focus the other ADAS functions.

2.2 Stereo-based obstacles detection

This information is necessary to comply with safety
distances, for traffic analysis purpose, for assistance
in overtaking maneuvers or for the management of a
platoon. For vehicles detection and 3D localization,
an approach based on a stereo-vision rig was proposed
in [4]: it uses the V-disparity a cumulative space es-
timated from the disparity image. A tracking system
is also implemented based on the belief theory. The
tracking task is done on the image space which takes
into account uncertainties, handles conflicts, and auto-
matically dealt with targets appearance and disappear
as well as their spatial and temporal propagation.

2.3 Road markings and lanes detection and
tracking

For road marking and ego-lane identification, the
algorithm proposed in [5] was implemented in the
PerSEE platform on four cameras: 2 front and 2 rear
view. The algorithm is illustrated by Fig. 3: it is based
on a three-step process, road primitives extraction,
road markings detection and tracking, lanes shape es-
timation. The detection step used a robust poly-fitting
based on the point intensity of extracted points.

Figure 3. General architecture of the road mark-
ing and lanes detection and tracking.
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These data provide information about road surface
attributes surrounding the ego-vehicle. This informa-
tion provides a description of traffic lanes based mainly
on optical sensor (camera). This information is use-
ful in order to identify a dangerous obstacle (in the
ego-vehicle lane) and risky situation (intersection area,
traffic jam, accident location), and to provide data for
path planning services (follow a current lane, change
of lane, reduce the speed before an intersection or a
turn).

3 PerSEE : local perception map by coop-
erative fusion

3.1 Cooperative fusion of vision algorithms

In order to track an obstacle or the preceding vehicle,
a first track selection module is implemented, follow-
ing 3 criteria: track must be the closest and have a
consistent confidence level, track must be within the
evolution area, track must be in the ego-lane. The last
two criteria are ensured using intersection between said
region (ego-lane or evolution area) and track’s hull in
order to generate a presence probability. Track’s hull is
estimated from either the covariance matrix or width
and height attributes coming from the radar.

For the obstacles feature, two types of sensor are de-
ployed: stereo rig and Radar. Amongst the attributes
provided by the Radar are different probabilities (be-
ing an obstacle, existence), spatial extent and type of
mobile.

The road marking detection and multi-lane detec-
tion and tracking are performed using the front and
rear cameras. Road marking primitives extraction al-
gorithm is implemented in each camera SoC featuring
an ARM11. The extracted primitives are communi-
cated by a Gigabytes Ethernet bus. Lane polynomial
fitting and tracking are implemented in one of the core
of the SEEKLOP iMX6 board.

A multi-source fusion by belief theory is imple-
mented: its input and output are formatted to be ho-
mogeneous to a Radar data frame. In our architecture
the stage of track selection can be realized before or
after the multi-source fusion stage.

Figure 4. PerSEE platform: overview of the sen-
sors fusion architecture.

The full architecture for local perception map build-
ing is illustrated by Fig. 4. Prototyping of the vision
modules was done using simulated data first, and then
offline with real data recorded by a vehicle equipped
with onboard sensors.

Figure 5. Embedded architecture of PerSEE:
functional block diagram.

3.2 Hardware embedded architecture

The implementation of all the functions on a dedi-
cated hardware architecture required an ensemble care-
fully optimized in terms of memory allocation manage-
ment and memory data access. Those optimizations
mainly concerned the dense disparity map computa-
tion and the primitive extraction.

The hardware architecture is a iMX6Q board with
an ARM9Q (quad core) processor with 4 cores. With a
800MHz clock frequency, it features a 256 Mo internal
RAM, a IEEE 1588 1Gbps Ethernet bus, several USB
ports and a port for a CAN bus FlexCAN.

Added to that board, another board manages the
ADAS CAN bus to exchange data with the vehicle:
inertial measurements (speed, acceleration, yaw rate)
and information of the local perception map (mark-
ing attributes, selected tracks). A specific CAN bus
called RADAR CAN is used to receive data from the
Radar, as the bandwidth for this exchange is huge
enough to impact the synchronization with other sen-
sors. Grabbed images and extracted primitives are
transmitted by a Gigabytes Ethernet LAN.

We selected this board for its multi-core capabili-
ties enabling to distribute the algorithms on separated
cores:

• Primitives extraction are deported on each cam-
era, on an ARM11-based board.

• Core 1 is in charge of road marking and lane de-
tection and tracking.

• Core 2 is dedicated to target detection by dense
stereovision.

• Core 3: multi-sensors fusion by belief theory.

• Core 4: tracks selection and filtering; predictive
evolution area.

Fig. 5 illustrates the distribution in the hardware ar-
chitecture.

4 Applications

4.1 From Software-in-the-loop to Vehicle-in-the-
loop

SiVICTM [6] is a platform used to prototype virtual
sensors (cameras, radar, laser, GPS...). Its objective is
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Figure 6. PerSEE, SiVIC and RTMaps data flow
diagram.

to reproduce, in the most truthful manner, the realistic
aspect of a situation, the behavior of a vehicle and the
functioning of the sensors that could be embarked on
such vehicle. The main advantages of SiVIC are to
simulate situations that are difficult to reproduce in
real life (such as obstacle avoidance, vehicle fleet), and
to allow the use of several sensors.

RTMapsTM [7] is an asynchronous high performance
platform designed as an easy-to-use framework to de-
velop and deploy C++ codes on embedded ARM-
based CPU. With its datalogging capabilities for times-
tamped data streams (record and playback), it enables
to switch back and forth between real-time execution
on the targeted systems and offline developments.

We have interconnected the PerSEE hardware plat-
form with the simulation platform SiVIC. In this con-
figuration coupling reality and virtual world, SiVIC’s
virtual sensors outputs are transmitted to the SEEK-
LOP board through CAN interfaces available in
RTMaps. CAN buses are used to communicate iner-
tial data and Radar frames: 2 CAN buses are imple-
mented (CAN RADAR, CAN ADAS in Fig. 6). Images
(1/4 PAL) are transmitted through a Gigabit Ethernet
wired local network; extracted primitives also transit
through this network. The local perception map is
transmitted to the applicative part via a CAN bus:
ADAS that take control of powertrain, braking, and
warning system. Data used for monitoring purpose
(infotainment system and display) transit through a
secondary GbE stream.

Three possible configurations to interface and test
the PerSEE platform are available:

• processing in real-time simulated data from SiVIC

platform,

• offline mode by replay of real data previously
recorded with an experimental vehicle with on-
board sensors,

• full real-time/real-life mode with an equipped ve-
hicle.

The two first mode are Software-in-the-loop (SIL) sys-
tems and use virtual reality or recorded data. They
are useful to prototype, validate and test ADAS appli-
cations under various conditions before implementing
them in a real vehicle. The third mode is the ultimate
one as it is a Vehicle-in-the-loop (VIL) system.

The resulting SIL/VIL platform provide a complete
environment for designing, prototyping, testing and
validating pre-industrial embedded perception appli-
cation and ADAS.

5 From perception to vehicle control

Most automotive vision-based ADAS are passive,
and are only used to alert the driver. We have tested
the PerSEE platform in an automotive system that
control brakes and longitudinal acceleration. In an Eu-
ropean FP7 project, the full system was integrated in a
TATA eVista vehicle to implement a Smart and Green
ACC [8] function.

In this prototype, a control layer uses the local map
to handle speed regulation and distance regulation that
match ACC requirement. The goal is to help the driver
optimize the speed profile and distance regulation of
an ACC for an electric vehicle with regenerative ca-
pacity. In this prototype, the short range perception is
ensured by the PerSEE platform, relying on a frontal
stereo camera rig (obstacle and lane), two rear cam-
eras (lane) and a front Radar (obstacle), as illustrated
in Fig. 1. From perception to control, information is
exchanged through the ADAS CAN, the control layer
being embedded in the vehicle ECU; tests were ran
successfully in Gaydon (UK).

6 Conclusion and perspectives

Other vision algorithms such as night vision and fog
vision enhancement are under study in our lab to be
augment the local map with attributes of the environ-
ment feature. Those information would enable a higher
level of quality and operating range of cameras.

Even though the PerSEE unit aims at pre-industrial
embedded systems, ADAS are safety-critical systems.
One of the perspective of this work is to add a safety
processor unit in PerSEE. One can notice the redun-
dancies in information: target detection with radar
and stereovision, evolution area and ego-lane; these re-
dundancies could be used in a diagnostic module. It
would be the next step in the hardware development
of PerSEE sensor fusion ECU.
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